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A half-year update from

DAVID BROWN
Welcome to the latest edition 
of News Across the Group
Earlier this month, we announced our 
financial results for the half-year up to 30 
December 2018. 

I’m pleased to say that these are ahead 
of expectations. Our bus operations in 
particular have shown a lot of resilience, 
with profits up on last year despite the 
challenging, changing nature of the market. 
On the rail side of our business, we 
performed ahead of our expectations.

Our regional bus business grew passenger 
journeys by 2.3% against a national 
background of decline, and we continue to 
make our services better and easier to use. 
We have invested a further £26.3m in this 
business during the half year, including 82 new 
low or zero emission buses. In London, we 
have continued to make improvements to 

our service performance leading to an increase 
in our Quality Incentive Contract income.

In UK rail, both of our franchises have delivered 
better punctuality; Southeastern has delivered 
its best Autumn performance on record with 
89% punctuality, with GTR delivering 81%.  
The addition of 200 more daily GTR services 
from December 2018 has gone well and is 
providing increased travel choices for our 
customers. Southeastern has consistently been 
the best performing large train franchise in the 
UK in recent months. We still await the result  
of the Southeastern franchise award, and as 
ever, will keep you updated on this.

Our international expansion continues, with 
three further contract successes – a first rail 
contract in Norway, our fifth rail contract  
in Germany and a consultancy contract  
in Australia. 

In the UK, staying ahead of changing customer 
needs and expectations is a strategic priority. 

PickMeUp, our demand responsive transport 
operation in Oxford, has grown to 20,000 
registered users and is providing 3,000 weekly 
rides. Our Billion Journey Project incubator is 
creating opportunities with dynamic start-up 
businesses with two pilots underway and more 
innovations in the pipeline.

For the Group overall, our full year 
expectations have increased, principally due 
to rail. We are operating in new countries 
and regions, building on the safe and efficient 
provision of essential services. We remain 
committed to our stakeholders and our vision 
of a world where every journey is taken care of.

David Brown,  
Group Chief Executive
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Following their flash-mob at London Bridge station – which 
went viral with over 1.8 million views – Southeastern colleagues 
supported yet another great initiative for their partner charity 
Railway Children, by recording the song as a single.

Available online, the rendition of Lean On Me – sung by staff 
from across the rail industry – has enjoyed great success so far, 
raising unprecedented awareness of 
the cause across the UK and beyond. 
Check out the music video here – you 
can learn more about the charity’s 
tireless work to support vulnerable 
children by visiting their website.

ON THE RECORD

One step  
ahead
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Across the country, volunteers took to our buses 
on 29 January to share a cuppa and a chat with 
members of the communities we serve, following 
the concerning news that three in 10 Brits 
can often go at least one day a week without 
speaking to anybody.

Go North East saw a ten-strong team of chatty 
champions board over 30 buses travelling across 
the region to get the conversation flowing. 

Chatty champion and GNE employee Pat said: 
“One lady told us we’d made her day and she 
wished we were on board all the time. Another, 
called Lauren, explained she had mental health 
issues and autism and that we were the only 
people she had spoken to in over a week. She 
thought the chatty bus was a fantastic idea that 
she would love to see happen again.”

In Eastleigh, Bluestar took a novel approach to 
the cause by bringing out their special Piano 
Bus for the occasion to encourage a good-old 
singsong. Managing director Andrew Wickham 
said: “Our Chatty Bus was positioned next to 
Sainsbury’s in Eastleigh and our team busied 
themselves talking to anyone and everyone. The 
initiative is all about engaging in conversation 
with our passengers and helping to remove the 
stigma of talking to strangers.”

Brighton & Hove Buses pulled up to Churchill 
Square in the city alongside community group 
Impetus to get people making connections with 
each other. Metrobus also held a similar event in 
Horsham, West Sussex.

Volunteers were on hand to discuss the services 
they provide that reduce social isolation, 
including befriending, advocacy and social 
prescribing. The group works to link people 
to other community services and groups that 
improve health and well-being. 

Impetus CEO Jo Crease said: 
“We are delighted to partner with Brighton 
& Hove Buses to support the Campaign to 
End Loneliness. We believe no-one should be 
isolated in a city as active, vibrant and positive 
as ours, and we’re inviting everyone to join our 
efforts to connect people to reduce isolation  
and improve health and well-being in Brighton  
& Hove.” 

The teams at Plymouth Citybus and Oxford 
Bus Company also took to the streets of their 
respective cities to spread the word about our 
chatty cause.

Laura Alcock-Ferguson, Executive Director  
of the Campaign to End Loneliness, said:  
“A bus service can make the difference between 
someone being able to see friends and family – 
or going for days or weeks in isolation.  
The Chatty Bus takes things a step further 
by using the space on the bus as a place for 
connections to thrive. We welcome Go-Ahead’s 
work and want all bus users to take part.” 

We’ll be keeping you updated on Chatty Bus 
activity, as well as our work to help stamp out 
loneliness. Watch this space.

GO-AHEAD GETS 
BRITAIN CHATTING

2Down-to-earth

GO-AHEAD LAUNCHED ITS CAMPAIGN TO HELP TACKLE THE SCOURGE OF 
LONELINESS LAST MONTH, WITH THE ROLLOUT OF OUR CHATTY BUS CAMPAIGN.
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Agile

GO-AHEAD 
LONDON 
HELP THE 
HOMELESS
Go-Ahead London has run a pilot campaign to 
collect clothing, footwear, blankets and other useful 
items to donate to the homeless in the city.

The communications department publicised the ‘Homeless 
Appeal’ in all garages, requesting the need for donations. 
They had a great response, with clothes, shoes, blankets and 
even toiletries flooding in from colleagues via their  
local garage.

After much organising and preparation, the team travelled 
around London to distribute items to those in need. 

Organiser and Stockwell Operating Manager Hema 
Russell said: “It was a very cold night so inevitably, many 
of the homeless people we visited were in subways and 
under shelter in attempt to keep both warm and dry. It was 
emotional to see first-hand the number of homeless people 
we have living in our capital.” 

The pilot scheme for the ‘Homeless Appeal 2018’ was a 
success and Go-Ahead London plan on repeating it again 
next Christmas. 

Accountable

Following an announcement by Buses Minister Nusrat Ghani MP, Go North 
East and Brighton & Hove Buses have been awarded funding in the latest 
round of the Government’s Ultra-Low Emission Bus Scheme.

The scheme helps bus operators and local authorities to adopt the latest 
green vehicle technologies by assisting with the extra capital cost of the 
vehicles and setting up depot infrastructure such as re-charging stations.

The buses will form a key part of the companies’ ongoing work with 
partners to improve air quality, further reducing the already low levels  
of emissions per bus passenger. They will be the first  
fully electric buses capable of all-day service to  
operate in several regions. 

Tulse Hill Gateline Assistant John Ockenden has been 
formally recognised by GTR Chief Executive Patrick 
Verwer for potentially saving someone’s life. John was 
presented with a certificate recognising his determination 
when he talked a woman out of attempting to take her 
own life at the station in November last year.
John – who was the only member of staff on duty – was alerted by 
customers about a woman leaning over the edge of the platform.  
Thinking on his feet, he quickly spoke to a driver to get the power  
turned off on the line before gently striking up a conversation with  
the woman and managing to move her away from the platform.
He successfully engaged the woman by talking about her life and his 
own experiences while waiting for the police to arrive. John said that the 
woman – who told him she was 20 years old – waved to him as she left  
in the back of the police car.
John said: “It’s nice to be recognised for what I did – but I was just doing 
the right thing in the moment, being human and helping someone when 
they were in need. It’s something I’ll never forget.”
Patrick said: “I can’t thank John enough for talking someone out of 
potentially taking their own life. He made a difference to that person at  
a very vulnerable time for them and that’s worthy of recognition.  
“As a company we’ll continue to do what it takes not just to reduce the 
tragic loss of life through suicide but to protect and support our employees 
from the impact of it.” 
GTR’s suicide prevention strategy is part of its ambition for Zero Harm 
across the company – a zero tolerance of injury and accidents that shows 
how much the company cares for its colleagues and customers.

ELECTRIFYING THE UK 
FROM NORTH TO SOUTH

 COLLEAGUE’S 
QUICK THINKING 
SAVES A LIFE 

Building 
relationships
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Brighton & Hove Buses is backing the 
Martin Fisher Foundation’s social media 
campaign, #makingHIVStigmaHistory, to 
tackle HIV stigma and misinformation, 
while encouraging people to get tested. 

Martin Fisher was Brighton’s leading light in the 
treatment of AIDS and HIV and internationally 
recognised for his work. He died in 2015. 

Getting tested is quick and easy, from ordering 
a self-testing kit online to free, rapid finger-prick 
tests with a result in 10 or 20 minutes, from 
places like the Terence Higgins Trust or Brighton 
Sauna. 

It’s a campaign close to MD Martin Harris’ heart. 
Thirty years ago, he broke new ground when he 
wrote one of the first myth-busting AIDS and 
HIV factsheets in the transport industry. It was 
designed to counter the misinformation being 

spread by the national press at the time and 
included a policy on HIV and discrimination. 

Martin said: “I’m proud we were one of the first 
companies to have a non-discrimination policy 
and to dismantle some of the fear mongering 
and inaccurate information around HIV. Within 
our own workforce we’ll have colleagues with 
HIV and it’s important those working alongside 
them treat them with respect and understanding. 
Nobody should feel marginalised.”

B&H BACKS MAKING HIV STIGMA HISTORY

#makingHIVStigmaHistory
Collaborative

A Go North East bus has been transformed into  
an inspirational learning environment, to encourage  
students with special educational needs to read for fun  
and improve their literacy skills.

Now a dedicated library space for 260 pupils at  
The Oaks Secondary School in Spennymoor, the  
‘Go Read Bus’ was unveiled at special event in January.

After arranging the bus donation last year, Colin Barnes,  
Go North East Engineering Director, marked the  
launch with an official ribbon cutting alongside  
well-known ‘Horrible Histories’ author, Terry Deary,  
17 of the school’s best readers and special guests.

Externally-wrapped in colourful book graphics, the inside  
of the bus has been invitingly-designed in the style of a café, 
with lots of books and cosy seating to help students relax.

The school’s English teacher, Sara Swales said:  
“Thanks to this generous donation from Go North East,  
our students are excited about reading. The bus promises 
to take their imaginations wherever they want without even 
leaving school grounds, which wouldn’t have been possible 
without this support.”

SPENNYMOOR LIBRARY 
BECOMES A WHEELY BIG 
SUCCESS THANKS TO  
GO NORTH EAST

Down-to-earth
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To prepare for the big freeze, Southeastern 
colleagues created an eye-catching winter 
campaign, designed to raise awareness of all the 
great work they do to keep people moving during 
bad weather.

Working closely with Network Rail, the company 
has gone all-out to keep the winter weather at bay 
– from running snow-and-ice busting trains around 
the clock, to equipping engineers with heated 
backpacks to combat frozen rails. 

When the winter weather  
timetable came into action,  
they also presented thousands  
of Costa vouchers to loyal  
passengers as a thank-you. Being can-do 

people

ICE, ICE, 
MAYBE?

More than 50 people have found new jobs after taking advantage  
of free bus travel to get to their interviews.

Since autumn 2017, jobseekers have been able to travel for free on 
Plymouth Citybus services to interviews secured through the Job Centre.

Dozens of people have taken up the offer, with more than 50 now  
in new employment.

The scheme was launched in partnership with the Department of Work 
and Pensions, the Job Centre and Plymotion – a Plymouth City Council-
run scheme that aims to make it easier to get around the city.

Plymouth Citybus managing director Richard Stevens said: “This was a 
simple but effective idea where we were able to work together to help 
remove what can be a significant barrier to employment for many people.

“We’re delighted that so many people have found their way into new 
jobs after taking advantage of the scheme and pleased to  
have been a small part of their journey to employment.”

A spokesperson for the Department for Work and Pensions said:  
“Our customers are very grateful for the help with the cost of the ticket 
and many go on and use the bus when they start work.”

FREE BUS TRAVEL FOR 
PEOPLE TRAVELLING  
TO JOB INTERVIEWS

GIRLGUIDING OXFORDSHIRE WINS 
BRAND THE BUS COMPETITION

Accountable

Congratulations to GirlGuiding Oxfordshire for winning Oxford Bus 
Company’s Brand the Bus competition! They will now work with 
Oxford Bus Company to design a bus wrap featuring their brand 
colours, logo and messages.

Helen & Douglas House, Sobell House and Chron’s and Colitis UK 
were highly commended by the judging panel, which included an 
external partner. Almost 6,000 members of the public voted for the 
good causes that entered and Oxford Bus Company will now run 
the competition annually. 

Oxford Bus Company Managing Director Phil Southall said:  
“It was a challenging task selecting the overall winner from so many 
worthy good causes and well-considered submissions.  
GirlGuiding Oxfordshire won the panel’s vote  
as they produced a superb video and  
demonstrated how they share similar values  
to Oxford Bus Company.”

Down-to-earth
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Building 
relationships

Metrobus colleagues recently lifted the women’s FA Cup, ahead of 
Crawley Wasps’ fourth-round match against Arsenal at Oakwood 
FC’s home ground, Tinsley Lane.

The cup came to the Crawley depot, in a nod to Metrobus’ match 
day sponsorship and promotion of the high-profile women’s game on 
Sunday 3 February. 

Metrobus’ Marketing Manager Charlotte Bruce said: “It was an 
honour and a privilege to have the Women’s FA Cup trophy with us. 
Our staff and the Wasps players were very excited to get our hands 
on it.”

The game drew a sell-out crowd of 1550, more than double 
the number of fans who watched the Brighton women take on 
Manchester United at Crawley Town earlier the same day. 

Although the Wasps’ Women’s FA Cup run was ended by Arsenal 
0-4, the Crawley women put in a valiant performance on the biggest 
day in Wasps’ history; a day when the amateurs took on the full-time 
professionals.  

Crawley Wasps’ Manager Paul Walker said:  
“I was delighted to have the support of 
Metrobus as match sponsor for the biggest 
day in our club’s history. With Metrobus and 
ourselves both seeking to provide a quality 
service at the heart of our community, it feels a 
great fit to have them as a partner. I hope this is 
the start of a long-term partnership with them.”

CRAWLEY-ING  
TOWARDS  
FOOTBALL GLORY

RETAIL FRAUD 
PREVENTION 
UPDATE

New Oxford Bus Company driver Sue Jones has swapped driving a school 
mini-bus for the keys to a PickMeUp vehicle. 

Sue is one of four new recruits for the fast-growing demand responsive 
transport service in Oxford’s Eastern Arc. 

She spent 17 years as a teaching assistant before she decided to become  
a full-time professional bus driver.  

“I’ve not looked back,” she said. 

“It’s been a brilliant experience and I love my new job. 

“A big part of the job is customer service and I enjoy meeting people and 
having a chat. The job is really varied, as each day I’m driving different 
routes and getting to see our beautiful City.”

PickMeUp has won ‘Most Innovative Customer Serving Operator’ at 
the European Transport Ticketing Global Awards. The awards reward 
organisations which have worked tirelessly 
to build, establish and deploy successful 
smart ticketing programmes across Europe.

It has also been shortlisted for in the 
Transport category in the Smart Cities 
UK Awards 2019 and long-listed in the 
Air Quality Within Cities category for the 
prestigious global annual Ashden Awards.

SUE’S CAREER GETS  
A PickMeUp 

Agile

Debs Mayne leads the Group Retail Fraud Prevention team, 
supporting our Rail and Bus Operators in preventing fraudulent 
transactions through customer sales channels.

The Group Retail Fraud Prevention team’s implementation of 
the new Optimise360 fraud prevention tool saw an increase in 
detection and prevention of £4m over the last year. GTR saw an 
increase of £2.7m (30% up), LSER saw an increase of £1.3m (40% 
up). This involved specialist knowledge and experience from the 
team to set the required rules, defend against intentional fraud and 
minimise the impact on genuine customers.

Combined fraud prevention on GTR and Southeastern 
now stands at £17m for the same 12-month period.

Accountable
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Managing Director, Andrew Edwards joined colleagues of Go-Ahead 
Singapore on the eve of Chinese New Year for lo hei (prosperity toss)  
at Loyang Bus Depot and kickstarted the week of festivities.

Minister for Trade and Industry, Mr Chan Chun Sing, Senior Minister of 
State for Transport, Dr Janil Puthucheary and Executive Secretary of 
National Transport Workers’ Union, Mr Melvin Yong came by Punggol 
Bus Interchange on the first day of Chinese New Year and gifted mandarin 
oranges to our bus captains, showing their support to the public transport 
workers who were working during the festive period.

GONG XI FA CAI*  
FROM SINGAPORE!

NEW ELECTRIC 
BUS TRIAL AT 
CAMBERWELL

Being can-do 
people

*happy new year!

Go-Ahead London’s Camberwell garage has 
been chosen to trial the new Yutong Electric bus.

Yutong are the largest bus manufacturer in the 
world and operate in 135 different countries, 
with a daily peak production of 430 vehicles.

The trial bus is currently running 
on route 360 to show a direct 
comparison with our other 
electric vehicles. This trial will 
help Go-Ahead London to 
shape its fleet for the future. 

Derek Barker, General 
Manager at Camberwell 
said: “First impressions are 
that they are on par with 
our current electric fleet. 
Early indication of driver 
feedback has been 
extremely positive, and 
in some cases, drivers 
are asking (and hoping), 
they will be driving this 
bus on their next duty.” 

One step 
ahead
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SUSTAINABILITY 
UPDATE

THERE’S BEEN LOTS OF 
ACTIVITY TAKING PLACE 
OVER THE PAST FEW 
WEEKS TO SUPPORT OUR 
SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY.

BITC PLACE LEADERSHIP

Go-Ahead is proud to be part of the BITC 
Place Leadership group alongside global 
brands including Marks and Spencer, BP and 
PwC. Together, we are working to identify 
how we can help our local communities whilst 
adding value to our business. We recently 
visited Wisbeach in Cambridgeshire to see 
how Anglian Water have put community focus 
into practice - it was great to see how all our 
thinking about community-based approaches 
has worked in real life, and a fantastic 
opportunity to engage with the people 
working on the ground to understand how it 
can happen.

CLIMATE CHANGE STRATEGY

Climate change is of growing importance, 
and a factor that’s affecting most of our big 
business decisions. As a transport company 
with a significant carbon footprint and an 
annual energy bill of over £270m, we are 
under pressure to redevelop our climate 
change strategy. We’re currently undertaking 
a six-month consultancy project to assess 
climate change risk and opportunities posed to 
Go-Ahead companies. 

SUPPLY CHAIN CHARTER

Finally, Go-Ahead has held workshops with 
key suppliers and our operating companies to 
develop a supply chain charter. The charter 
encourages all our current and possible future 
suppliers to come forward with innovative 
ideas and embrace Go-Ahead’s ambition to 
deliver best in class sustainable procurement. 
Go-Ahead will endeavour to create a level 
playing field for all its suppliers, irrespective 
of size, employees or turnover and will seek 
to collaborate with small and medium sized 
enterprises (SMEs) when possible. This includes 
instances when smaller, local organisations 
can offer key benefits such as enhanced local 
knowledge, the provision of local employment 
or benefits to the local community. 

The BITC group in Wisbeach

Accountable


